Introduction

The widespread and indispensable use of language-oriented AI systems presents new opportunities to have a positive social impact. Much existing work on NLP for social good focuses on detecting or preventing harm, such as classifying hate speech, mitigating bias, or identifying signs of depression. However, NLP research also offers the potential for positive proactive applications that can improve user and public well-being or foster constructive conversations. Nevertheless, “positive impact” remains difficult to define, and well-intentioned NLP technology can raise concerns about ethics and privacy.

This volume contains the proceedings of the First Workshop on NLP for Positive Impact held in conjunction with the Joint Conference of the 59th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics and the 11th International Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing (ACL-IJCNLP 2021). The workshop received 40 submissions of technical papers of which 27 were accepted (16 archival and 11 non-archival), for an acceptance rate of 65%. Non-archival papers are included in the schedule and presented during the workshop, but are not included in the proceedings, whereas archival papers are included. We thank Program Committee members for providing high quality reviews in assembling these proceedings. These papers cover diverse aspects of NLP for positive impact, including developing NLP technology for applications like healthcare, criminal law, education, social media analyses, and consumer privacy as well discussing challenges and ethical implications of using NLP in these areas.

In addition to technical papers, this workshop also features invited keynote speakers and panelists to facilitate discussion and enhance knowledge of NLP for positive impact.

Keynote speakers:
Ndapa Nakashole, University of California, San Diego
Yulia Tsvetkov, University of Washington
Jason Weston, Facebook AI Research

Panelists:
Yejin Choi, University of Washington/Allen Institute for AI
Pascale Fung, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Inioluwa Deborah Raji, Mozilla Foundation
Baobao Zhang, Cornell University

We are grateful to all the people who have contributed to this workshop, including speakers, authors, reviewers, and attendees, and we would additionally like to thank Microsoft for providing funds for registration fee waivers.

We hope that our workshop can encourage future work on pro-social NLP and we look forward to welcoming you all to our virtual event!

- Anjalie, Shrimai, Maarten, Zhijing, Jieyu, and Chris
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